
Warranty
We  guarantee  everything  we  make.  If  you  are  not  satisfied  with  your 
FloatHub, please return it to Modiot Labs for repair, replacement or refund.

Disclaimer
In no event will Modiot Labs or its affiliates or suppliers be liable for any loss 
of use, interruption of business, lost profits, or lost data, or indirect, special, 
incidental  or  consequential  damages  of  any  kind  regardless  of  the  form  of 
action,  whether  in  contract,  tort  (including  negligence),  strict  liability  or 
otherwise, even if Modiot Labs or its affiliates or supplier has been advised of 
the  possibility  of  such  damage,  and  whether  or  not  any  remedy  provided 
should fail of its essential purpose. The total cumulative liability to customer, 
from all causes of action and all theories of liability, will be limited to and will 
not exceed the purchase price of the product paid by the customer.
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Introduction
Thank  you  for  purchasing  FloatHub.  This  guide  should  provide  all  the 
information  you  need  to  get  started.  If  you  don’t  understand  something  or 
need assistance, you can find our support site at:

https://support.floathub.com

Or feel free to call our customer support line at:

+1 (202) 793-8009

Before You Start 
Make sure you have the most recent version of  this  manual.  You can always 
find current documentation for your FloatHub at:

https://doc.floathub.com/UserManual

Tools and Equipment 
To complete all the steps in this guide, you may need the following:

• Small Slotted (“Flat Head”) Screwdriver for Screw Terminals 

• Medium Philips Screwdriver and/or Drill for Physical Mounting

• 2 Conductor Marine Grade Wiring (AWG) 

• Inline Fuse Holders with 1 Amp Fuses

• 4 Pan Head Screws (#8 or #10) and Washers

• Multimeter for troubleshooting 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The FloatHub Device
Description
Your  FloatHub  device 
contains  a  number  of 
sensors  to  monitor  the 
state  of  your  vessel.  It  is 
designed  to  provide 
uninterrupted  service 
with  little  or  no  user 
intervention  after  the 
initial  installation  and 
configuration process.

Ⓐ Ⓑ Indicator Lights
There are two LED indicator 
lights  on  your  device.  The 
Ⓐ Network Light displays current connectivity, with a red glow indicating that 
the  device  is  looking  for  a  WiFi  Network  to  connect  with.  A  green  light 
indicates that the device is currently connected. The Ⓑ  GPS Light glows red 
when it is looking for a location fix and green to indicate that it currently has 
a reliable fix.   

Ⓒ User Reset Button
The  Ⓒ  User  Reset  Button  is  recessed  into  the  device  housing  above  the 
screw terminals  so that  it  is  difficult  to  push accidentally.  The eraser  end of 
an HB-2 pencil makes an excellent tool for activating this button.
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Ⓓ Ⓔ Ⓕ Pump, Charger, and Battery Screw Terminals
These  screw  terminals  can  be  used  to  connect  leads  for  up  to  three  Ⓓ 
Pumps, Ⓔ Chargers, and/or  Ⓕ Batteries.  These terminals take advantage of 
the  standard  negative  ground  aboard  virtually  all  vessels,  so  require  only  a 
single positive lead for monitoring. 

Ⓖ Ⓗ Ⓘ Data In/Out Screw Terminals
These  two-conductor  screw terminals  are  provided  for  positive  and  negative 
data  communication  lines.  The  Ⓖ Data  Out  terminals  can  be  used  for 
connections  to  standard  NMEA-0183  devices  that  require  location  or  other 
data  streams.  The  Ⓗ  High  Speed  Data  and  regular  Ⓘ  Data  In  terminals 
provide a means to connect other onboard instruments (e.g. Depth Sounders, 
AIS Receivers, etc.) to your FloatHub.

Ⓙ Ⓚ Ⓛ Power Connections
There  are  three  ways  to  power  your  FloatHub.  For  a  permanent  install  — as 
covered in the next section — you can use the Ⓙ DC IN screw terminals. For 
testing or any other temporary use, you can connect a standard USB-B cable 
to Ⓚ. Alternatively, an AC power adaptor or “Car Lighter” power adaptor with 
a  2.1  mm  plug  and  9-12  volts  of  DC  output  (center  positive)  can  be 
connected to the Ⓛ Barrel Power Input. 
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Physical Installation
Choosing an Install Location
Your  FloatHub  is  designed  to  be  installed  below  decks.  It  is  not  waterproof 
and  is  not  intended  to  be  used  in  any  area  where  rain  or  spray  might  be 
present. FloatHubs are generally installed in locations adjacent to DC breaker 
panels where other common electrical items such as battery monitor controls 
or  tank  level  displays  might  be  found.   A  full  scale  mounting  template  is 
included at the end of this guide. It is also available at:

https://doc.floathub.com/MountingTemplate

There  are  two  mounting  flanges  with  slots  that  are  designed  to  take  #8  or 
#10  screws  with  appropriate  washers.  Use  the  template  to  mark  mounting 
points and pre-drill all holes. Screws should be hand tightened only.

Permanent or Temporary Power
If you are just testing your device, it can be powered with a USB cable from a 
shipboard  USB  port  or  portable  computer.  Temporary  power  can  also  be 
supplied through the Ⓛ Barrel Power Input.

For a more permanent solution, shipboard DC power should be directly wired 
to  the  Ⓙ  DC  IN  screw  terminals.  The  power  supply  line  should  be  direct, 
meaning that there should be no breaker to turn off the device. FloatHubs are 
typically  powered continuously as long as the vessel’s  house battery bank is 
live.  This  is  similar  to  how  most  marine  VHF  radios  are  wired.  The  power 
supply line must have a 1 amp inline fuse between it and the battery supply.  

Battery Monitoring 
In  addition  to  supplying  device  power,  you  will  almost  certainly  want  to 
connect the positive house bank line to one of the battery monitoring screw 
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terminals (Ⓕ).  Similarly,  other battery banks (main engine starter,  generator 
battery,  etc.)  can  also  be  monitored  by  connecting  a  fused  lead  to  these 
items.

Charge Monitoring 
The  output  voltage  of  any  DC  charging  systems  can  be  monitored  by 
connecting a fused lead from the positive terminal of the charging device to a 
screw  terminal  in  block  Ⓔ. Charge  controllers  connected  to  Wind,  Solar,  or 
Shore  Power  systems  can  be  connected  here.  As  with  battery  monitoring 
circuits, they must be fused at 1 amp. 

Pump Monitoring 
Your FloatHub can sense and timestamp each time a pump cycles on. It does 
this  by  watching  for  voltage  changes  on  the  pump  supply  line.  The  easiest 
way  to  connect  to  this  is  usually  to  add  a  (fused)  line  to  any  bilge  pump 
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Illustration shows a typical set of connections. Only DC power is required for basic operation.

switch  that  controls  the  pump.  This  could  be  an  external  automatic/float 
switch or the supply line to an embedded switch inside the pump. If in doubt, 
use a multimeter to check which bilge switch or supply line goes from ground 
to positive voltage when the pump comes on, and then drops back to ground 
(zero voltage) when the pump is off. That is the circuit to connect to one of 
the screw terminals in block Ⓓ.

Data Connections 
In  addition  to  monitoring  voltages  and  pumps,  your  FloatHub  can  also 
communicate with other marine electronics on your boat provided they speak 
the NMEA-0183 protocol.

The  regular  Data  In  connection  (Ⓘ)  allows  your  FloatHub  to  read  incoming 
messages  at  4800  baud,  which  is  the  standard  for  traditional  NMEA-0183 
devices.  Likely  candidates  for  connecting  to  this  port  would  include  depth 
sounders,  wind  state  indicators,  and  paddle-wheel  style  water  speed 
indicators. Note that you cannot connect the raw electric leads from a simple 
transducer; the item or device must have data outputs which will generally be 
labelled  as  either  “NMEA  Out”  or  “Data  Out”.  Some  devices  will  only  have  a 
single positive lead, but most will have both positive and negative data lines. 
Your FloatHub should work with either single or dual conductor data lines.

The  High  Speed  Data  connection  (Ⓗ)  understands  exactly  the  same  NMEA 
protocol as the the regular data port,  but it operates at 38,400 baud. This is 
the  rate  commonly  used  by  AIS  receivers  to  transmit  data  about  nearby 
vessels. 

Your  FloatHub  combines  its  own  internal  data  (GPS  position,  barometric 
pressure, etc.) with any messages it receives on Data In (Ⓘ) and transmits all 
this information on its Data Out (Ⓖ) connection. A chart plotter, instrument 
display,  or  DSC-VHF  radio  with  NMEA  inputs  can  use  these  messages  to 
display current information about your vessel and its systems. 
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Your Online Account
The FloatHub Website
Before  your  device  can  relay  information  about  the  current  state  of  your 
vessel, you need to have a FloatHub account. This is easy to setup, and basic 
accounts are free. More information and the process itself are available at:

https://signup.floathub.com

Once you have created your account and indicated that you want to set up a 
new FloatHub device, you will get two important pieces of information:

It’s a good idea to store these two pieces of information in a safe location for 
future reference. You will  need this data to properly configure your FloatHub 
in the next section of this guide.
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Item Description Example

Device ID An 8 character label that uniquely identifies your FloatHub 
device

gf408vS4

Security 
Key

A long code that helps secure transmissions from your FloatHub 
to your account.

0001020304050607 
08090A0B0C0D0E0F

Configuring Your FloatHub
Understanding FloatHub’s “Private” and “Public” WiFi 
Your  FloatHub  device  uses  WiFi  wireless  networking  in  two  separate  ways. 
There’s a “Private” network where your FloatHub acts as a WiFi Access Point. 
This   allows  you  to  connect  directly  to  it  from  a  phone,  tablet,  or  other 
wireless  device.  There’s  also  a  “Public”  Wifi  connection  that  your  FloatHub 
uses  to  connect  to  the  wider  world  (and  hopefully  the  internet).  We  put 
“Private” and “Public” in quotes because they don’t really refer to security or 
privacy, just the scope of the connection. In a given installation, the “Public” 

network  might  be  a  pre-existing  WiFi 
system  on  your  vessel  that  you 
directly  control.  Or  it  might  be  your 
Marina’s  more  truly  public  WiFi.  The 
“Private”  WiFi  connection  is  always 
used for initial device configuration. 

Connecting to Your Device
With  your  FloatHub  powered  up,  you 
can  make  an  initial  connection  from 
any phone, tablet,  or computer with a 
WiFi  adaptor.  Look  for  a  WiFi  network 
named  FloatHub_XXXXXX  (where  the 
XXXXXX  could  be  any  numbers  or 

characters).  Connect  to  that  WiFi  network  using  the  default  password  of 
floathub.  Once  the  WiFi  connecting  is  established,  open  a  browser  on  your 
device  (e.g.  Chrome,  Firefox,  Safari  etc.)  and  enter  the  following  location  in 
the address bar:

http://192.168.4.1 
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This  will  connect  you  to  FloatHub’s 
login  page  where  you  can  enter  a 
username  and  password.  The  factory 
default  username  and  password  are 
both floathub. Once you are logged in, 
you will be taken to the main menu. 

From  the  main  menu,  you  can  set 
various  configuration  options  for  your 
FloatHub.  The most important for  this 
initial  device  configuration  are  setting 
up  you  FloatHub  Account  and 
configuring the Public WiFi.

 

Account Settings
You  need  to  let  your  FloatHub  know 
what your online account settings are. 
To  do  this,  click  on  Account  Settings 
on the main menu, which will take you 
to  the  Account  Settings  interface. 
This  is  where  you  plug  in  your  Device 
ID and Security Key that you got when 
you signed up for your online FloatHub 
account. 
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Connecting to the Internet
Once your Account Settings are taken 
care  of,  the  next  item  to  complete 
your  initial  device  configuration  is  to 
set  up  access  to  the  internet.  This  is 
accomplished by configuring the Public 
WiFi  settings.  Depending on what sort 
of  upstream  network  you  are 
connecting to, you may need only the 
name  (i.e.  Station  ID)  of  the  WiFi 
network  to  connect  to  and  the 
relevant  password.  In  most  WiFi 
contexts,  entering  those  items  into 
the  settings  screen  and  leaving  the 
de fau l t  add ress i ng  va l ue  a s 
“dynamic”  (DHCP)  should  allow  your 
FloatHub  to  connect  to  the  outside  world.  If  you  are  in  a  more  complex 
network  setting,  you  can  set  static  values  for  the  IP  Address  your  FloatHub 
should  use  on  its  Public  WiFi  connection.  You  can  also  explicitly  set  the 
gateway address, network mask, and location of a DNS server. 

Once you click the Save button, your FloatHub will attempt to connect to the 
WiFi  network  you  named.  In  some  circumstances,  this  may  temporarily 
disconnect  your  link  to  FloatHub’s  Private  Wifi  network,  as  the  device  may 
need  to  switch  operating  frequencies  in  order  to  make  the  new  Public 
connection. If  this happens, it may take up to a minute before you’ll  be able 
to  re-connect  to  the  Private  WiFi  again.  Your  device  will  continue  to 
occasionally attempt connections to Public WiFi using the values you entered 
until  it  is  successful.  Once  a  connection  is  up,  the  Network  Light  (Ⓐ)  will 
switch from solid red to solid green. 
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Making Your FloatHub Setup 
More Secure
Although your FloatHub should now 
be  setup  with  your  credentials  and 
able  to  relay  data  to  your  online 
account  via  WiFi,  there  are  some 
factory  defaults  that  should  be 
changed  in  order  to  better  secure 
access  to  your  FloatHub  and  its 
data.  First,  the  Network  Name  and 
password  of  the  Private  WiFi 
network  should  be  changed  from 
the factory default of floathub. You 
might  choose  your  vessel’s name 
(or something related to it) for the 
Network  Name.  The  Password 
should  be  something  only  you 
know.  Second,   the  Device  Login 
and  Password  should  be  changed. 
These  are  the  values  you  need  to 
supply  when  you  connect  your 
browser  to  the  device  (before  you 
can  a cces s  any  o f  t hese 
configuration  screens).  It’s  fine  to 
have  the  Device  Login  and 
Password  be  the  same  as  the 
Network  Name  and  Password,  as 
long  as  the  Password  is  kept 
secret. 
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Day-to-Day Use
Set and Forget
Your  FloatHub’s  core  function  is  to  relay  data  about  your  vessel  to  your 
online  account  where  it  can  be  analyzed  and  acted  upon.  As  long  as  your 
upstream  WiFi  connection  remains  available,  FloatHub  will  keep  transmitting 
24/7.  Even  if  it  losses  connectivity,  your  FloatHub  will  still  measure  and 
record  data,  then  store  it  internally  until  it  can  re-establish  a  network 
connection. In most circumstances, it can store roughly 3 days worth of data. 
For a daysail or weekend outing, you should not need to re-configure any WiFi 
settings.

If  you plan to be away from your normal WiFi  coverage for longer than that, 
it’s  best  if  you  can  establish  some  sort  of  shipboard  WiFi  network  for 
FloatHub  to  connect  to.  This  can  be  as  simple  as  a  phone  with  a  mobile 
hotspot  turned  on.  Or  as  complex  as  a  satellite  uplink  with  a  shipboard  WiFi 
Access  Point.  Whatever  the  network,  make  sure  you  configure  your 
FloatHub’s Public WiFi settings appropriately.  

WiFi NMEA Connections
Your FloatHub can multiplex its internal data with information it receives from 
other  onboard  devices.  It  can  send  that  combined  stream  over  WiFi  to 
applications on devices or computers that understand NMEA formatted data. 
Most  popular  charting  apps  and  computer  charting  applications  such  as 
OpenCPN can be configured to connect to your FloatHub. The default port for 
this  information  is  2319,  but  it  can  be  changed  via  your  FloatHub’s  web 
interface (from the Other Settings page). 
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Resetting FloatHub
You  can  force  your  FloatHub  to  reboot  by  holding  down  the  User  Reset 
Button (Ⓒ). When you first push the button, both the GPS and Network LEDs 
will  blink  on  and  off  together  to  indicate  that  the  button  is  being  pushed.  If 
you continue to hold down the button for at least 5 seconds, both LED’s will 
change  from  flashing  to  solid  green.  If  released  while  they  are  solid  green, 
your  FloatHub  will  perform  a  soft  reboot;  none  of  your  settings  will  be 
changed, but the device will restart itself as though it had just been powered 
on.

If  you  continue  to  keep  pushing  the  reset  button  for  a  further  15  seconds, 
both LEDs will  turn solid red. Once the button is released, your FloatHub will 
perform  a  hard  reboot;  all  your  configuration  data  including  your  Device  ID, 
Security Key, WiFi Usernames and Passwords will be erased and set to factory 
default values. Any vessel data stored on the device will also be erased. 
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Troubleshooting
Device Will Not Power On
Ensure  that  the  12  volt  supply  lines  have  power  by  probing  them  with  a 
multimeter.  Double  check  to  ensure  that  polarity  at  the  screw terminals  has 
not been accidentally reversed. 

GPS Indicator LED is Red
The GPS indicator light glows red until it can find an accurate GPS fix. After a 
cold  start,  this  can  take  several  minutes.  If  the  device  is  inside  a  building  or 
other structure with substantial shielding, it may not be possible to lock on to 
a satellite fix at all. Move your FloatHub to a location that has a less impeded 
view of the sky (but still below decks and away from precipitation). 

Network Indicator LED is Red
The  Network  indicator  light  glows  red  until  it  can  establish  an  upstream 
(Public)  WiFi  connection.  It  will  attempt  to  do  so  roughly  once  every  4 
minutes  if  it  does  not  already  have  a  connection.  If  the  Network  Indicator 
light continues to glow red for more than 5 minutes, check that the upstream 
WiFi is indeed available and then verify your FloatHub’s Public WiFi settings.

Devices Are Disconnected from Private Wifi Network
If  your  FloatHub  cannot  find  an  upstream  (Public)  WiFi  network  it  will  keep 
trying every few minutes. If it has not managed to connect and transmit any 
information  for  over  6  hours,  it  will  reboot  itself  and  begin  attempting  to 
connect  again.  This  self  reboot  will  disconnect  devices  locally  connected  to 
the  Private  WiFi  network  (as  will  most  successful  attempts  to  connect  to 
Public Wifi).   
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Appendices
Technical Specifications
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Item Specification

Dimensions 112(W) x 146(H) x 43(D) mm

DC-In Power Nominal 12 Volt DC (9.0 V to 24.0 V)

Barrel Power Nominal 12 Volt DC (9.0 V to 12.0 V), 2.1 mm plug, center positive

USB Power Nominal 5 Volt DC

Data In NMEA-0183 4,800 baud

HS Data In NMEA-0183 38,400 baud

Data Out NMEA-0183 4,800 baud (Talker)

WiFi 802.11 b/g/n

Operating Temperature -30° to 50° Celsius

Voltage Monitoring Nominal 12 Volt DC (1.0 V to 24.0 V)

Private WiFi Defaults Address: 192.168.4.1, Username: floathub, Password: floathub

Warranty
We  guarantee  everything  we  make.  If  you  are  not  satisfied  with  your 
FloatHub, please return it to Modiot Labs for repair, replacement or refund.

Disclaimer
In no event will Modiot Labs or its affiliates or suppliers be liable for any loss 
of use, interruption of business, lost profits, or lost data, or indirect, special, 
incidental  or  consequential  damages  of  any  kind  regardless  of  the  form  of 
action,  whether  in  contract,  tort  (including  negligence),  strict  liability  or 
otherwise, even if Modiot Labs or its affiliates or supplier has been advised of 
the  possibility  of  such  damage,  and  whether  or  not  any  remedy  provided 
should fail of its essential purpose. The total cumulative liability to customer, 
from all causes of action and all theories of liability, will be limited to and will 
not exceed the purchase price of the product paid by the customer.
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